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ABSTRACT

We study the gain variations in the HRC-I over the duration of the Chandra mission. We analyze alibration
observations of AR La obtained yearly at the nominal aimpoint and at 20 o set lo ations on the dete tor.
We show that the gain is de lining, and that the time dependen e of the gain an be modeled generally as a
linear de rease in PHAs. We des ribe the spatial and temporal hara teristi s of the gain de line and dis uss
the reation of time-dependent gain orre tion maps. These maps are used to onvert PHAs to PI hannels,
thereby removing spatial and temporal dependen e, and allowing sour e pulse-height distributions to be ompared
dire tly regardless of observation date or lo ation on the dete tor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Regular monitoring of both the HRC-I and the HRC-S have shown that there exists a steady de line of the
gain sin e the laun h of the Chandra observatory.1 2 The gain de line takes the form of a shift in the pulse
height amplitude (PHA) pro les of observed3 sour es to lower dete tor hannels, and is expe ted to o ur as the
umulative dosage on the MCPs in reases.
Gain monitoring serves as a proxy for the health of the HRC instruments. It is therefore ne essary to establish
a baseline behavior of the gain drop so that departures from it an be dete ted qui kly. Here we des ribe the
hara teristi s of the spatial and temporal gain orre tions on the HRC-I, and develop tools that an also be
applied to the HRC-S (Posson-Brown et al, in preparation).
Furthermore, the low ba kground, large eld-of-view, and the omparatively high oversamplingof the Chandra
PSF provided by the HRC-I makes it an attra tive instrument for large area surveys. The main hindran e to
this type of usage is the poor spe tral resolution of the mi ro- hannel plate dete tors. However, while poor,
the dete tors are apable of suÆ ient spe tral dis rimination to allow rude estimates of the spe tral shape via
hardness ratios and quantile-width diagrams.4 In order to fa ilitate su h usage, it is ne essary to alibrate the
PHA values su h that any spatial and temporal variations are a ounted for.
,

1.1 Pre-Flight Gain Calibration

The HRC-I gain response was measured during pre- ight ground alibration with a series of at eld maps at
six energies spanning 183 6404 eV. Gain maps were reated for ea h energy by al ulating the median PHA
value for the events over the
dete tor in half-tap (128 x 128 pixels) bins. Ea h map was then normalized by the
mean value in its entral 91 area, thus generating, in its re ipro al, a multipli ative gain orre tion map, designed
to modify the o -axis PHAs to mat h the PHAs in the enter of the dete tor and thus reate \pulse invariant"
(PI) pulse height units. Finally, these normalized orre tion maps were averaged to reate a single \pre- ight
gain map" for the dete tor.5 This gain orre tion map is available in the Chandra Calibration Database as the
le
$CALDB/data/ handra/hr /b f/gain/hr iD1998-10-30gainN0002.fits

On O tober 4, 1999, shortly after laun h, the voltage on the HRC-I MCP was lowered. A series of alibration
observations of AR La were arried out at the aimpoint and 20 o set lo ations at both the high and the new
ight voltage settings to determine any hanges to the gain.
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We omputed a new gain orre tion map for the ight voltage settings based on these observations,5 following
a pro ess whi h will be dis ussed in x5.1. This map is available in the Chandra CALDB as the gain orre tion
map for ight voltage observations:
$CALDB/data/ handra/hr /b f/gain/hr iD1999-10-04gainN0003.fits

Here, we derive gain orre tion maps at the ight voltage that orre t for both spatial and temporal variations
in the gain. We des ribe the observations used to derive the new gain orre tion maps in x2, and the data
redu tion steps in x3. Chara teristi s of the PHA temporal de line are dis ussed in x4, and the time dependent
gain maps are omputed in x5. Finally, we dis uss our analysis in x6 and summarize our results in x7.
2. OBSERVATIONS

In order to monitor the gain response of the HRC-I, yearly alibration observations are taken of AR La (Table 1) at 21 lo ations on the dete tor ((Ysim ; Zsim) = (00; 00); (00 ; 20); (20; 00); (20; 20); (00; 40); (40; 00);
(00; 60); (60; 00); and (100; 100)). The observations in ea h yearly set are done su essively, or, if this is
not possible (due to an interruption su h as a radiation shut-down), they are done as losely together as possible. Ea h observation is nominally 1 ks long; however, e e tive observation times may be shorter be ause of
ba kground ares.
Table 1. AR La stellar parameters

Parameter

Other Names
(RA,De ) 2000 0
mV ; B V
Distan e
Spe tral Type
MV
Masses
Radii
Ephemeris
I CRS

:

Value

HR 8448 / HD 210334 / RX J2208.6+4544 / HIP109303
(22:08:40.818, +45:44:32.12)
6:13; 0:72
42 47 p
G2IV/K0IV (RS CVn)
3.5/3.3
1.3/1.3 M
1.8/3.1 R
1:98316 ; onjun tion  2445611:6290 HJD
d

After the operating voltage of the HRC-I was lowered on 4 O tober 1999 (see x1.1), we have obtained 8 sets
of AR La observations at the urrent (low) voltage. These observations were arried out in O tober 1999 (A0
1), De ember 1999 (AO 1), De ember 2000 (AO 2), January 2002 (AO 3), February 2003 (AO 4), November
2004 (AO 5), O tober 2005 (AO 6), and September 2006 (AO 7).
3. DATA REDUCTION

A pulse height amplitude (PHA) is assigned to ea h event based on the total harge olle ted by the ross-grid
harge dete tor (CGCD) of the HRC-I and is re orded in the Level 1 event lists. We monitor the gain response
by tra king the median PHA over time at ea h of the 21 observation lo ations. In all ases, we rst redu e the
data with CIAO (v3.4; CALDB v3.3), following the HRC Data Preparation analysis guidey and analyze the data
with pre-pa kaged and ustom-built IDL routines (e.g., PINTofALE6).
We extra t sour e events from an 800x800 box entered on the nominal observation lo ation in hip oordinates. Ba kground is estimated by olle ting the events in the same lo ation, but from the 20 other observations
arried out in that y le. The ba kground ounts thus a umulated are normalized by their appropriate exposure
times prior to subtra ting them from the ounts a umulated at the sour e lo ation. The median values of the
sour e PHA spe trum are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations.z
 Note

that the date en oded in the lename, 4 O tober 1999, marks the beginning of the alibration program to obtain
data at di erent voltage settings. Therefore, for any observations arried out at the high voltage setting after this date,
the gainfile parameter in hr pro ess events must be manually and expli itly set to use the pre- ight gain orre tion
map.
y http:// x .harvard.edu/ iao/guides/hr data.html
z For ea h dete tor hannel, the posterior probability distribution of the sour e intensity is omputed, taking into

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF PHA DECLINE

The median PHAs, al ulated as des ribed in x3, are shown in Figure 1 as a fun tion of observation lo ation. The
gain response de reases steadily and monotoni ally at all the monitored lo ations, as eviden ed by the onsistent
lowering of the median PHAs. (But note the large drop in median PHA at the aimpoint between De ember 1999
and De ember 2000.) The errors on the medians are typi ally  1 hannel.

Figure 1. Median PHAs for HRC-I AR La observations. The ba kground subtra ted median PHAs are plotted in a verti al
row for all observations at a given lo ation, for data obtained during di erent y les, all at the low voltage setting. Data
from di erent y les are marked with di erent point types (see legend). The statisti al errors on the medians are typi ally
 1 hannel. Note that the median PHAs drop monotoni ally.

With the ex eption of the aimpoint, the time dependent de rease in the median PHAs at all the lo ations are
all well- t by straight lines. Even the data from the aimpoint an be well- t by a straight line after De ember
2000. It is apparent that the aimpoint underwent an as yet unexplained stressing that resulted in a large gain
drop soon after the voltage was lowered. With that ex eption, the gain drop is well- t as a linear de rease at
all lo ations and at all times. Furthermore, the best- t slopes are roughly equal for all ases (ex luding the
four pointings at 14:140 o -axis), indi ating that the rate of gain de line is relatively uniform a ross the dete tor
(Figure 2).
5. TIME DEPENDENT GAIN CORRECTION

In order to al ulate time-independent pulse invariant (PI) values, we arry out two stages of orre tions to
PHA(~x,t) . (Here ~x denotes lo ation on the dete tor and t denotes observation start time.) Sin e the gain
de line is linear in time and similar in rate at all monitored lo ations (see Figure 2), we separate the variables
and ompute the spatial and temporal gain orre tions independently. At ea h observation epo h, the raw
a ount the measured ba kground.7 Sour e ounts realizations are repeatedly drawn from this distribution and the
median is omputed at ea h iteration. The average value of the medians obtained from su h Monte Carlo simulations is
reported as the median PHA and the standard deviation of the sample as the 1 errors on it.

Figure 2. Uniformity of gain de line a ross the HRC-I. The best- t slopes from the linear ts to the median PHAs are
shown for ea h lo ation. The average of the slopes (negle ting the four pointings at 14:140 o axis) is shown as the dotted
horizontal line. To a rst approximation, ex luding the far o axis lo ations, the gain de line is uniform a ross the dete tor.

PHA(~x,t) are multiplied by a non-linear gain orre tion surfa e g(~xjt) that arries out a \ at- elding" of the
raw PHA values, i.e., at ea h epo h the PHA at lo ation ~x are transformed to what the PHA are at the aimpoint
lo ation. After this \ at- elding", the PHA are no longer a fun tion of ~x, and thus will be denoted PHA(~0jt).
A time dependent orre tion, T C (t) is then applied to PHA(~0jt) to transform them to PI, whi h are e e tively
the same as the PI values as on O tober 1999, when the HRC-I ight voltages were reset. Thus,
PI = PHA(~x; t)  g(~xjt)  T C (t)
(1)

PHA(~0jt)
 T C (t)
The time-dependent gain orre tion is urrently implemented via a series of gain orre tion maps, ea h of
whi h in lude the e e ts of both g(~xjt) and T C (t) for spe i epo hs. This solution is the least disruptive of
existing CALDB and CIAO programs and data stru tures. Work on produ ing a more elegant implementation,
e.g., via a fun tional orre tion, is ongoing.
5.1 Spatial Corre tions

We orre t for the spatial variations in gain response by reating a series of 7 orre tion maps g(~xjt), one from
ea h AO. (We used the De 99 dataset when reating the AO1 map.) We ompute them as modi ations of the
high-resolution gain orre tion map gLAB(~x) originally derived during ground alibration:5 a orre tive fa tor
is determined at ea h pointing, a smooth surfa e is t to these orre tive fa tors, and the gain orre tion map
at that epo h is derived as
g(~xjt) = gLAB(~x)  (~xjt)
(2)
This pro edure preserves the high spatial-frequen y information present in the lab alibration data, while a ounting for the gross hanges that have o urred in the gain sin e laun h.

Figure 3. Mat hing the o set spe trum with the aimpoint spe trum to derive a orre tive fa tor for the gain map.
The gure shows the ase of the spe trum from the January 2002 AR La observation at an o set pointing of ( 60 ; 00 )
(dotted blue histogram) ompared to the aimpoint spe trum (dashed bla k histogram). The spe tra are of the quantities
gLAB (~x)  PHA(~x; t). A orre tion fa tor is determined by imposing a multipli ative orre tive fa tor on the gain until
the two spe tra mat h ea h other (solid red histogram; PHALAB (~x; t), = 0:875). The mat hing is done over PHA
values bra keted by the verti al dotted lines. Also shown on the plots as short verti al bars at the top are the lo ations of
the medians of the spe tra, in the same style as the orresponding histograms. Note that the o -axis spe tra have been
normalized to the same number of ounts as the aimpoint spe trum.

The orre tive fa tors are omputed by a dire t omparison of the spe tra at di erent pointings to the
aimpoint spe trum. First, the PHA(~x,t) are randomized within ea h bin to avoid aliasing e e ts, and then the
putative spatially gain- orre ted PHAs are omputed as
PHA (~x; t) = PHA(~x; t)  gLAB(~x) :
(3)
These modi ed PHAs are binned into spe tra f (P HA), and the best- t value of that results in the best
mat h between f (  PHA (~x; t)) and f (PHA (aim; t)) is determined via a grid-sear h algorithm ( =
0:7 : 1:2 : 0:004) that minimizes the 2 value between the two fun tions. We limited the omparison to values
median(PHA
(0; t))  60 to minimize the e e ts of any lingering ba kground ounts and outliers. We determine errors by Monte Carlo bootstrapping, generating di erent realizations of the ounts in ea h bin as Poisson
deviations for both spe tra 1000 times and re omputing the best- t in ea h ase. An example of this pro ess is
shown in Figure 3.
For ea h epo h, the orre tive fa tors at ea h of the 21 pointings are al ulatedx as des ribed above. Next,
we use them to interpolate a minimum urvature surfa e at all lo ations over the dete tor to obtain the orre tive
surfa e (~xjt). This is multiplied by the high-resolution gain map gLAB (~x) to obtain the gain orre tion map
g(~xjt) for the epo h (Equation 2).
LAB

LAB

LAB

x By

de nition,

= 1 at the aimpoint.

LAB

We test the gain orre tion maps by independently applying g(~xjt) to the PHA(~x,t) values and omparing
the median(PHA(~0jt)) for all the datasets. The results are shown in Figure 4. As expe ted, the medians for
ea h epo h are uniform, i.e., the gain orre tion has removed the spatial dependen e in the PHA(~x,t). Note that
these maps are intermediate produ ts, and are not distributed within the alibration database.

Figure 4. Median \ at- elded" PHA values as a fun tion of lo ation on the dete tor, for all the AR La observations. The
dashed lines show the best- t line to ea h set. Sin e the spatial orre tion is relative to the aimpoint at ea h epo h, we
expe t these lines to be horizontal; the slopes of these lines are statisti ally indistinguishable from 0. The thi k verti al
line in the upper left orner shows the typi al 1 error on the medians. (Note that this is larger than the error on the
raw PHA due to the un ertainty in , typi ally  1%.)
5.2 Temporal Corre tion

Having made orre tion maps for the spatial non-uniformity of the dete tor response, our next task is to orre t
for the time-dependen e in the gain de line. As des ribed above, we seek to al ulate the orre tion as a fun tion
of time only, and then orre t the gain orre tion maps from ea h epo h (g(~xjt), see x5.1) by multiplying with
this fa tor (see Equation 1). That is, we want to nd a temporal orre tion fa tor (TC) su h that
P I = PHA(~0jt)  T C (t) ;
(4)
where t is the time sin e O tober 1999, and P I is the spatially and temporally invariant PHA (equivalent to the
at- eld PHA observed at the aimpoint in O tober 1999), and PHA(~0jt) are the \ at- eld" PHA values.
In order to determine T C (t) we pro eed as follows. We rst t lines to the medians of the spatially orre ted
PHA spe tra,
median(PHA(~0jt)) = m  t + b ;
(5)
for ea h observation lo ation separately. This results in a set of 21 slopes m and inter epts b. We ex lude
the O tober and De ember 1999 data from all the ts (not just for the aimpoint data) be ause the sharp nonlinear drop in gain between De ember 1999 and De ember 2000 (see Figure 1) is now in orporated in PHA(~0jt)

( ompare Figures 1 and 4). The best- t slopes are shown in Figure 5, and on rm{ that the temporal dependen e
an be modeled as being uniform a ross the dete tor, with
m
 = mean(m) = 0:318  0:014 hannel month 1 :
(6)
The average y-inter ept
b = mean(b) = 123:0  1:6 hannel ;
(7)
orresponds to the expe ted value of the median PI during the O tober 1999 observation if that dataset had
followed the linear trend established by the su eeding observations. The observed di eren e,
  median(P I jO t99) b = 12:29 :
(8)
In luding Equations 5 and 8 in Equation 4, we get the form for the time orre tion for the PHA,
 +
  + t > 0
(9)
T C (t) =
1
t=0
b

m t

b

For the gain orre tion maps from AO2 onwards, the fa t that we are implementing the time orre tion as a
step fun tion (with t orresponding to the observation date of the AR La set) is not problemati , sin e the gain
hange is happening slowly. However, for AO1, when the gain was hanging rapidly, a single time orre tion is
not suÆ ient for the whole time period. This problem is illustrated in x6.1.

Figure 5. Best- t slopes (with 1 errors) from linear ts to the median spatially- orre ted PHAs (ex luding O t and
De 99) for ea h observation lo ation. The horizontal dashed line shows the average rate of de line.

For ea h epo h of observation t, we obtain the orresponding orre tion fa tor T C (t), and multiply the
previously derived \ at- elded" gain maps g(~xjt) to obtain the gain orre tion map at ea h epo h. These maps,
one for ea h of the 7 epo hs, are the nal produ t of our analysis (Figure 6). They were implemented in the
CALDB with release version 3.4.
{ Note

that Figure 5 di ers from Figure 2 in that the medians of the spatially- orre ted PHAs are used rather than
the medians of the raw PHAs.

HRC-I Gain Correction Maps
clockwise from top left:
hrciD1998-10-30gainN0002.fits
hrciD1999-10-04gainN0003.fits
hrciD2000-12-12gainN0002.fits
hrciD2002-01-26gainN0002.fits
hrciD2003-02-22gainN0002.fits
hrciD2004-11-25gainN0002.fits
hrciD2005-10-17gainN0002.fits
hrciD2006-09-06gainN0002.fits
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Figure 6. Gain orre tion maps, shown on a linear display s ale from 0.85-3. The pre- ight gain orre tion map gLAB (~x)
is in the upper left orner. The subsequent time-dependent maps, with updates based on AR La observations, are shown
hronologi ally in lo kwise order.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Testing the New Maps

To test the new gain- orre tion maps, we again return to the raw sour e and ba kground PHA values extra ted
from the AR La Level 1 event lists (x3). We onvert the values to PI using the appropriate map, then nd the
median ba kground subtra ted PI. Figure 7 shows the median PI values for ea h AO as a fun tion of observation
lo ation on the dete tor. Comparing this gure to raw PHAs versus lo ation (Figure 1) and spatially- orre ted
PHAs versus lo ation (Figure 4), we an see that the new gain orre tion maps have performed their task: the
spatial and temporal dependen ies from pulse-height values have been removed.
For a more independent test of the newly- reated gain orre tion maps, we use HRC-I alibration observations
of the white dwarf HZ 43 (RA = 13:16:21.853, De = +29:05:55.44 (FK5)) and the supernova remnant G21.5-0.9
(RA = 18:33:32, De = -10:33.6 (FK5)). These sour es serve as useful test sets be ause they have been observed
regularly sin e laun h, and therefore we have the opportunity to use ea h of the time-dependent gain orre tion
maps. In addition, sin e these sour es emit at di erent energies than AR La (peak at 60 eV for HZ 43 and
rea hing till 2 keV for G21.5, ompared to 3 keV for AR La ), they provide an opportunity to explore the
energy dependen e (if any) of the gain orre tion maps. (Unfortunately, we do not have multiple observations
of either of these sour es at o set lo ations, so we annot use them to test the performan e of the new gain
orre tion maps away from the aimpoint.) We apply the appropriate gain- orre tion map to the sour e PHA
values, onverting to PI, then nd the median PI value. The observations taken before De ember 1999, to whi h
we apply the AO1 map, are over orre ted by approximately 10%, due to the insuÆ ien y of a onstant timeorre tion over this period when the gain was hanging rapidly. However, the gain orre tion maps work quite
well for the later data. Fitting the post-De ember 1999 medians as a fun tion of time gives best t slopes that

Figure 7. Median PI values of AR La datasets, al ulated using the new gain orre tion maps, as a fun tion of observation
lo ation. The bold verti al bar at the left shows the typi al 1 error on the medians, whi h in ludes the un ertainties
in and T C (t), typi ally  1% and  2%, respe tively. The horizontal dotted lines show linear least-squares ts to data
for ea h AO. The slopes are statisti ally onsistent with zero.

are nearly at ( 0:03  0:04 hannels per month for HZ 43 and 0:02  0:08 hannels per month for G21.5-0.9)
indi ating that the gain maps have su essfully removed the temporal dependen e from the PIs.
6.2 Correlation with Dosage

Cumulative dosage maps for the HRC-I are made ea h month by summing the Level 1 event lists from observations
taken that month to the previous month's dosage map. Be ause the dosage is expe ted to a e t the gain, we
onsider the possibility that the gain de line at a given lo ation on the dete tor (as eviden ed by the median
PHA drop at that point between O t 99 and a later date) is orrelated with the umulative dosage that lo ation
re eived. Surprisingly, we nd that there is not a strong orrelation between gain de line and dosage. For
example, the points at 14:140 o -axis and the points at 40 o -axis have re eived roughly the same amount of
dosage sin e laun h, 106 ounts, but the median PHAs in the rst group have de lined by about 12 hannels,
while the median PHAs in the se ond group have de lined by  30 hannels. It seems that areas of the dete tor
where the gain is higher (i.e. near the enter) experien e relatively larger gain drops than the low gain areas far
o axis. This pattern is seen in the HRC-S as well (Posson-Brown et al, in preparation).
However, the dosage maps in lude only the telemetered events. The total event rate for HRC-I, prior to
on-board vetoing, averages to 250 ts s 1.8 This rate is dominated by the parti le ba kground whi h, unlike
X-ray events, is not on entrated at the aimpoint. Rather, it is very roughly uniform (to  20%) a ross the
dete tor.9 This may explain why the gain de line does not orrespond as strongly to telemetered dosage as we
might expe t.
Based on lab measurements, we expe t a gain de line of 10% after a parti le uen e of approximately
6  107 m 2,3 or 6  109 events (the dete tor area is  100 m2). Estimating the average HRC total event

rate to be 250s 18 and the total ONTIME of the dete tor thus far as 4:4  106 s gives  1:1  109 ounts,k
well under the lab limit. Note though that this number is an underestimate, by a fa tor 2-3x, be ause the
HRC high-voltage (HV) is o asionally on even outside of the observation ONTIME (M. Juda & T. Isobe,
private ommuni ation). Nevertheless, the fa t that we have already seen gain de lines  10% suggests that
the orrelation of gain de line with dosage may be more omplex than expe ted. We ontinue to investigate this
onne tion.
7. SUMMARY

By monitoring the ba kground-subtra ted median sour e PHAs from AR La observations taken regularly at
21 lo ations on the HRC-I, we have seen that the dete tor gain has de lined sin e the beginning of the mission.
At the aimpoint, the gain has dropped rapidly between O tober 1999 and De ember 2000, with the median
PHA falling by 17 hannels. Sin e then, the gain has de lined more slowly and linearly, with the median PHA
hanging at an average rate of  3:7 hannels per year at all monitored lo ations (ex luding the four outermost
pointings at 14:410 o -axis, where the rate is  1:4 hannels per year).
To address this gain de line, we have made a series of time-dependent gain orre tion maps by using the
AR La observations to update the pre- ight gain map. We rst derive a set of spatial orre tions for ea h
year by omparing the o set to aimpoint AR La pro les for that year. We then derive a time orre tion as a
step fun tion of time, based on linear ts to the spatially- orre ted PHA values. The nal gain orre tion maps
remove the spatial and temporal dependen ies from the resulting PI spe tra, allowing for dire t omparison
regardless of observation date or lo ation on the dete tor. (Note, however, that aution should be used when
dealing with observations taken between O tober 1999 and De ember 2000.)
Surprisingly, the gain de line is not strongly orrelated with the telemetered HRC-I dosage. Even estimating
the total HRC-I dosage to date does not explain the magnitude of gain de line seen. We on lude that orrelation
of the gain de line with dosage is not as expe ted, and ontinue to explore this relationship. We also ontinue
to monitor the gain with regular observations of AR La , and investigate the possibility of a fun tional gain
orre tion.
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